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Fictions and Histories of WWII Displacements: Stratis Tsirkas’ Drifting Cities 

In a short preface to the second novel of his trilogy Drifting Cities, an account of the Middle East 
during World War II, Egyptian-Greek author Stratis Tsirkas references Aragon’s note to La 
Semaine Sante: ‘This is not a historical novel. Any resemblance with real people, any identity of 
names, places and details cannot be but the result of a pure coincidence, and the writer does this in 
the name of the imagination’ only to conclude by saying that the term ‘novel’ itself summarizes 
Aragon’s caveats much more succinctly. In this way, Tsirkas brings the blurred line between 
fiction and history to the (literal) forefront of his trilogy, preparing the reader for the multilayered 
ways in which history and politics shape the work and vice versa. 

Taking the first novel of the trilogy – The Club – as a starting point, my paper will look at the 
ways in which Tsirkas uses fiction itself as a theme within a trilogy that was created with great 
attention to historical detail and factual accuracy. How do references to the cinema, to German 
literature, to classical Greek authors, to religious texts frame the historical moment that Tsirkas 
gives an account of? And how does that historical moment alter our readings of Tsirkas’ 
intertexts? Among other things, The Club details the complex network of migrations, exiles and 
displacements triggered by WWII in the Middle East. As such, The Club offers a kind of blueprint 
for the documentation of the real-life experience of displacement through literature, which is 
something that the paper will examine. This is particularly pertinent today, when the ‘archive’ of 
the refugee crisis in Europe and the Mediterranean is still ‘live’, and when the mass media have a 
monopoly on refugee and migrant narratives. 


